COUNCIL OF NORTHERN CAVING CLUBS
British Caving Association
Reports for 15th January 2022 Committee Meeting

Chairman’s Report
I have nothing new to report that will not be covered by other o cer reports.
I would just like to thank all the groups and individuals who have volunteered for CNCC over the
last 12 months. Some particularly notable achievements have taken place in cave entrance
reconstructions and damaged tree clearances. The training opportunities provided by CNCC have
been well attended and the positive feed- back is rewarding for those who plan and deliver the
workshops.
The excellent work of the Conservation volunteers is always well covered by the Publicity and
Communications team across all media platforms. It is crucial that people understand that this
work is not something that others will do for you. We all have a duty of care to the caves, no
matter how poorly treated they may have been in the past, and it is a privilege to contribute to
their up -keep.
Many cavers beyond the committee and CNCC member clubs have o ered their time and
expertise to improve caving for all who cave in the North of England and Scotland. I thank all of
them on your behalf.
Andrew Hinde - CNCC Chairman

Secretary’s Report
I am very pleased to welcome two new volunteers who would like to join the CNCC team. Livvy
Golby-Kirk as a representative to the BCA Youth and Development working group, and Adele
Ward, who will be standing for the Access O cer position at the AGM. New faces can be a rare
occurrence for our voluntary organisation, so they are always greatly appreciated, along with the
new ideas and perspectives they can bring. We are also fortunate to receive a continuous stream
of good news surrounding the conservation and training work being done, all contributing to
caving in our region. I believe we can be tremendously optimistic about the near future of the
CNCC.
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Josh Young - CNCC Secretary

Conservation O cer’s Report
The rockfall at Wretched Rabbit is being dealt with elsewhere in the Agenda.
Martin Holroyd, assisted by Ged Benn, has removed the tree that fell across Jingling Pot, and
Martin returned to plant some replacement saplings on ledges out of reach of grazing sheep.
Sam Allshorn has money donated by Mike Cooper from sales of “Not for the Faint Hearted” which
is available for conservation work on caves featured in the book.
A list of equipment available for CNCC members to borrow for conservation projects has been
placed on the CNCC website https://cncc.org.uk/about/ (It’s under the “about” heading rather
than “conservation” because the list also includes publicity and anchor placement items.)
CNCC provided Tim Allen with conservation tape and pins for use in his latest discovery, Fing
Hopeless Pot.
I am arranging rst aid training for regular CNCC volunteers, and would like the cost (£65 per
head for perhaps 8 volunteers) to be borne by CNCC. The cost is reduced from the normal price
of £85 because Andrew Hinde is making available accommodation at Colt Park at not charge. Any
un lled places could be o ered to other CNCC cavers.
New volunteers are always welcome, for weekend or weekday working parties. No speci c skills
are necessary, but if you have them, we will do our best to make use of them. On the job training
is given as needed. Occasionally there may be the opportunity to attend a training course.
If you’d like to be placed on the mailing list to be informed of future projects, please contact Kay
Easton on conservation@cncc.org.uk, or use the link on the CNCC website.
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Kay Easton - CNCC Conservation O cer
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Training O cer’s Report

Ian Patrick - CNCC Training O cer
Acting BCA Representative’s Report - Andrew Hinde
1. All standing committees were converted to “Working Groups”. Each Group has a Convenor
who makes appointments to the Group, but does not have a vote on Council. The Groups all
need Terms Of Reference to be published.
2. All Regional Caving Council nancial claims have been paid.
3. BCA Insurance cover for 2022. There is no Explosives cover in the policy from £5m - £10m.
The cover remains up to £5m only.
4. BCA AGM has reverted back to a date in June. Sunday 12th June 2022.
5. Next BCA Council Meeting is 1st Feb.

BCA E&T Representative’s Report - Mark Richards

E & T (Equipment and Techniques) and Training Committee have now merged as a
“working group” rather than a committee with a vote.
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We are now just waiting for the “ ne details” on how it is going to work and who will be
part of the group. I am in agreement with Ian Patrick ( CNCC training o cer ) as I also
think training, equipment, techniques should all sit together.

The last four months has seen plenty of positive news stories, which have been circulated by all
forms of media, including:
Publishing of a Crackpot Cave description and using this to encourage people to try out
caving
Appeal for new suppliers of CNCC training, and listing of several new workshops for the
rst three months of 2022
The Jingling Pot treefall and subsequently dealing with this (showing CNCC to be extremely
quick and proactive)
Update on the Wretched Rabbit situation
Update on our e orts at Birks Fell
Publishing of new rigging topos for Scanty Lardos, Curtain and Pasture Gill Pots
Publishing of new descriptions for Scanty Lardos and Curtain Pots
Recent work to protect the ora at Scoska Cave
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By the time of the meeting I hope to have done some communications about the upcoming AGM
and also the recent ‘CNCC Assets’ section on the public website which Kay and Gary have
compiled to make it more transparent what equipment we own, and is available to be used by
other northern cavers on conservation, training and anchoring projects.
It has been on my ‘to do’ list for a while to put together a piece on the caves of Bowland, but this
needs an ‘angle’ that involves one of our core functions, e.g. some conservation work, or
improvements to access, rather than just a random article about the caves. This can be removed
from the ongoing actions list but I will keep it in mind if news becomes slow at any point.
News media used has included our website, mailing list, UKCaving, Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.
So far I have handed out about half of the 20 framed cave photos that were produced. Two have
gone to Settle Tourist Information Centre (thanks to Ged Benn), three to High Borrans Outdoor
Education Centre, and ve remain with Tim Allen to distribute or for more local collection. I will
also be passing a few onto the YSS hut for display as they have many non-caving visitors who
regularly stay. A reminder that several are still available and I would like them out of my house.
Likewise I still have several copies of Caves and Karst of the Yorkshire Dales Volume 2 which are
available for PR purposes and to improve relations with local landowners.
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The rest of my e orts have been looking into Birks Fell Access, a personal pet project. Following
productive discussions in August, the National Trust, who’s primary concern was liability, made
encouraging noises that they would accept a Memorandum of Understanding. I sent them the
accompanying document as a draft example of what we could o er. Things went quiet and I have
recently chased them, and the information I have, as of last week, is that they are broadly happy
with the arrangement, but still need nal thumbs up from their legal team and the tenants at
Redmire Farm. This seems to be happening very slowly.
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PR and Communications O cer’s Report - Matt Ewles

Unfortunately, there is a snag. At the time of writing the draft Memorandum of Understanding, I
was under the impression that BCA insurance indemni ed landowners against all visitors to a
cave to which they have made an agreement for access to exist (something that existed for many
years when Nick Williams was Insurance Manager). Sadly, this is no longer true, and BCA
insurance now only o ers this level of insurance where the visiting caver is a BCA member, is with
a BCA member, or has two years caving experience. This means the landowner is not universally
indemni ed against all cavers, which has been a key weapon in our arsenal for dealing with
access arrangements for many years. I am extremely frustrated that the BCA have still failed to
publicise this change to their insurance, and even have the audacity to be marketing it as an
improvement to their insurance, following a 1-2 year period when there was actually no landowner
indemni cation whatsoever as part of their policy, something we only discovered quite by chance.
What this means is that the wording in this Memorandum of Understanding would need to change
to say it applies only to those who meet the BCA’s criterial for landowner indemni cation. I do not
know how well this will go down with National Trust, but hopefully it will be ne. I suggest
rewording several sections to clarify that the agreement only relates to BCA member cavers.
I would appreciate Committee input on this. Do we accept this? Or do we simply discontinue
discussions, withdraw from the current access agreement, and advise cavers to make their own
judgement?
I am doubtful the National Trust will accept a Memorandum of Understanding that does not o er
them indemni cation. Liability was their primary concern.
My recommendation is the following: We set a deadline, probably around the AGM, by which we
withdraw completely from the existing access arrangement, regardless of whether National Trust
have accepted a Memorandum of Understanding or not. We cannot support this restricting permit
system for another summer. If National Trust give the ‘OK’ to proceed with a Memorandum of
Understanding, I nalise a document with changes to make clear that it only applies to BCA
member cavers or others that meet requirements. The question to Committee is whether this is a
backward step for CNCC, as it would exclude many non-BCA member cavers. Would Committee
prefer we simply withdraw from all arrangements and leave it to cavers to make their own
judgement (remembering that the cave is on Access land and approached via public rights of way)
rather than implement a Memorandum of Understanding that has to exclude non-BCA member
cavers in order to ful l the indemni cation of the landowner?
I will happily continue to pursue either options, but that needs to be reached as a Committee
decision.
I will be at the meeting on 15th in person to discuss.
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Happy caving for 2022!

Webmaster’s Report - Gary Douthwaite

Ric Halliwell - Birks Fell, Fairy Holes, Robinsons etc. Meets
I have issued June and July permits for Fairy Holes and May permit for Robinsons. I would very
much like to issue the remaining permits for these two sites for 2022.

Tony Brown - Bowland Meets
No permits requested for Bowland caves since April 2021.

